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Comparison of the single breath with the
intrabreath method for the measurement of the
carbon monoxide transfer factor in subjects
with and without airways obstruction

Dora Kiss, Wolfgang Popp, Christian Wagner, Liselotte Havelec, Kaspar Sertl

Abstract
Background - Measurement ofthe carbon
monoxide transfer factor (TLCo) has tra-
ditionally been performed using the single
breathmethodbut recently the intrabreath
method has been developed. The aim of
this study was to compare the two methods
in the clinical evaluation of patients
with obstructive and non-obstructive pul-
monary disorders.
Methods - Measurements ofTLCO with the
intrabreath method were carried out on a
study sample composed of 50 patients with
non-obstructive disorders and 50 with air-
ways obstruction (FEV,IFVC <70%) either
before or after a single breath measure-
ment ofthe TLCO hadbeen performed. The
method involves the continuous analysis of
a single slow expirate using a computerised
rapid multigas infrared analyser. TLCO,
alveolar volume (VA), TLCO/VA, and in-
spired vital capacity (IVC) values were
obtained for both groups by both methods.
Results - When measured with the intra-
breath method the group with airways
obstruction showed lower TLCO and TLCO/
VA values than the non-obstructive group.
VA was higher in both patient groups when
measured with the intrabreath technique.
The same test also showed higher TLCO
values with the intrabreath method in
the group with non-obstructive disorders
and lower TLCO/VA values with the intra-
breath method in those with airways ob-
struction. The corresponding parameters
obtained by the two methods correlated
closely, with no correlation between the
magnitude ofthe differences with the mag-
nitude ofthe readings. An index ofgas mix-
ing indicated a better distribution of the
inspired air for the intrabreath method
than for the single breath method. The VA
values obtained with the intrabreath
method showed a closer agreement to the
actual total lung capacities measured by
body plethysmography.
Conclusion - The intrabreath method of
determining TLCO is comparable to the
traditional single breath method. Meas-

urement of alveolar volume by the intra-
breath method approximates more closely
to total lung capacity, even in subjects with
airways obstruction.
(Thorax 1995;5O:902-905)
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Since its introduction by Krogh in 1914' the
measurement of the carbon monoxide transfer
factor of the lung (TLCo) has become part of
pulmonary function testing. The established
method is the TLCO single breath technique
combined with the measurement ofthe alveolar
volume (VA) from the single breath dilution of
an inert tracer gas such as helium or methane.23
With this conventional technique a sample of
the expired air is analysed after a period of
breath holding at total lung capacity. Con-
tinuous gas analysis is now possible which
reduces errors in gas analysis"6 and permits
a new approach to the measurement of
TLCO; this method is called the intrabreath
technique.78 With this method TLCO is meas-
ured by the rapid infrared analysis of methane
and carbon monoxide during a single slow
exhalation.910
The intrabreath method is easy to perform,

even in patients suffering from dyspnoea. This
study was designed to compare the reliability,
reproducibility, and accuracy of the single
breath method with that of the intrabreath
method in subjects with non-obstructive pul-
monary disorders and those with airways ob-
struction.

Methods
STUDY POPULATION
The study population consisted of 100 con-
secutive patients in whom the TLCO was meas-
ured as part of their diagnostic evaluation. This
population was divided into two groups each
of50 subjects: (1) those with a forced expiratory
volume in one second/forced vital capacity
(FEV,/FVC) value of >70% and both FEV,
and FVC within the normal range; and (2) a
group with airways obstruction with a FEV1/
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Table 1 Mean (SD) characteristics of the study population

Non-obstructive group Obstructive group
(n = 50) (n = 50)

M:F 26:24 28:22
Age (years) 53 0 (23-80) 58-7 (32-79)
Height (cm) 171 (152-193) 172 (160-187)
FVC (1) 4 00 (1 19) 3-76 (0 91)
FEVy (1) 3 14 (0 98) 2-38 (0.71)
FEV,/FVC (%) 77-0 (4 63) 60 6 (9-10)
Range FEV,/FVC (%) 70-90 41-69

FVC = forced vital capacity; FEV,= forced expiratory volume in one second.

FVC value of <70%. There were no patients
with restrictive respiratory disorders in the
study population. The patients with airways
obstruction were all in a stable clinical con-
dition; 41 presented with mild to moderate
obstruction (FEVy >60% predicted) and nine
suffered from a more severe chronic airways
obstruction (FEV, <60% predicted). Details
of the study population are given in table 1.

MEASUREMENTS
All measurements were performed with an

integrated computerised infrared analyser
(Model 6200/SensorMedics, Bilthoven, Neth-
erlands). Alveolar volume was obtained sim-
ultaneously by using methane as inert tracer
gas. The analyser had a 0-90% response time
of less than 300ms (including transit delay
time) and can analyse samples with volumes
as small as 10 ml. The sample flow of the
analyser is 500 ml/min, and the dead space of
the system is 80 ml which is corrected math-
ematically in the calculation of VA. Volume and
flow were measured by a heated wire device
and calibrated daily using a 3 litre precision
syringe. Before each test the analyser was

zeroed against room air and calibrated using a

test gas containing 3300 ppm carbon mon-

oxide, methane, and acetylene. The single
breath TLCO tests were analysed using the visu-
ally adjusted method, where a washout volume
adequate to clear the anatomical and apparatus
dead space of carbon monoxide and methane
and a sample volume of 0 751 (or 05 1 if the
patient's vital capacity was <2 01) were set
under visual control. This was accomplished
by moving a cursor into the horizontal plateau
of the graphical display of the gas con-

centrations on the monitor. Breath holding time
was set according to the Meade-Jones method
including two thirds of the time of inspiration
and the time of expiration up to halfway
through the period of sample collection." Ref-
erence values were taken from the Austrian
recommendations for spirometry'2 for FEV,
and FVC, and from the transfer factor stand-
ards of the European Respiratory Society
(ERS) for the calculation of TLCO predicted
and TLCONA predicted."3

TEST PROCEDURE
Since there are no standards for the TLCO
intrabreath test, the conditions of the meas-
urements with both techniques were set in
accordance with the recommendations of the

ERS for TLCO single breath tests." Thus, the
tests were carried out in the afternoon with
the subject in a relaxed seated posture main-
tained for 10 minutes. Between consecutive
measurements there was an interval of at least
four minutes. On the day of testing the subjects
refrained from smoking and their last meal was
at least two hours before the measurements
started. All subjects underwent lung function
tests where total lung capacity (TLC), residual
volume (RV), FVC, FEV, and FEVI/FVC were
obtained. Before their first TLCO measurement
they were carefully instructed about the pro-
cedure and fitted with noseclips.
The single breath manoeuvre consisted of an

exhalation to RV followed by inhalation of a
mixture of carbon monoxide and methane up
to at least 90% of the patient's vital capacity.
After breath holding at TLC for about 10
seconds the subject exhaled again into the sys-
tem where the expired air underwent analysis.
The intrabreath manoeuvre was identical to

the single breath technique up to the point
of the breath holding, but the patient then
immediately started a slow maximal exhalation
instead ofholding his breath. The patients were
encouraged to exhale at a comfortable flow rate.
To guarantee a fairly consistent and prolonged
exhalation, which is essential for test accuracy,
the patients exhaled through a flow restrictor
between 335 and 665 1/s which was visually
controlled. The ideal flow rate is 5001/s. The
equations derived by Martonen and Wilson3
were applied to the calculations.
Two tests were considered reproducible if

the results were within a 5% range. With each
method two reproducible measurements were
performed and TLCo, TLCO predicted, VA,
TLCO/VA, TLCO/VA predicted, and inspiratory
vital capacity (IVC) were obtained. Total lung
capacity was calculated by adding dead space
to the alveolar volumes obtained and the results
compared with TLC values obtained by auto-
mated flow/volume body plethysmography in
the course of the lung function tests. In ad-
dition, for both techniques and for both patient
groups the index of gas mixing was calculated
which reflects the distribution of the inspired
test gas in the lung."

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
For a comparison of means between the non-
obstructive and obstructive groups the two
sample t test was applied. The significance of
mean differences between the two techniques
was assessed by using the two sample t test, and
the Pearson coe-fficient of correlation between
the comparable measurements with the two
techniques was calculated. The Altman-Bland
test was applied to analyse the significance of
the correlation between the differences and
average values of the single breath and intra-
breath techniques.'5 To investigate the sig-
nificance of differences between the indices of
gas mixing of the two methods the two sample
Kolmogoroff-Smimofftest was used. Statistical
significance was accepted at the 5% level.'617
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Results
The patients were instructed both before and
during the tests, and most had no difficulty in
achieving two reproducible measurements with
both techniques. Fewer than 10% of the study
sample needed a third test to meet these criteria.
However, most of the subjects found the intra-
breath method easier to perform.
The comparison of the means between the

non-obstructive and the obstructive groups
showed a significant difference with lower
values in the obstructive group for TLCO
(p<0005) and TLCO/VA (p<0O0 1) when meas-
ured with the intrabreath method (table 2).
The other tests, including those obtained with
the single breath method, showed no significant
difference between the non-obstructive and ob-
structive group.

In the intrabreath tests significantly higher
TLCO (p = 0005) and VA (p<000 1) values were
observed in the non-obstructive group, and
significantly higher VA (p<O OO1) together with
significantly lower TLCO/VA (p<OOO1) values
were seen in the obstructive group than in the
tests with the single breath technique. Sig-
nificance was tested by applying the paired t
test for mean differences (table 3). The IVC
values showed no significant differences be-
tween the two methods.

Table 2 Comparison of mean (SD) lung volumes between the two patient groups by two
sample t test

Non-obstructive group Obstructive group
(n = 50) (n = 50) p

TLCO (mmollkPa/min):
Intrabreath 7-93 (2-62) 6-45 (2-45) <0-005
Single breath 7-44 (2-61) 6-69 (2-27) NS
Single breath (% pred) 79-6 (17-6) 74-2 (21-6) NS

TLCO/VA:
Intrabreath 1-40 (0-28) 1 14 (0-37) <0-001
Single breath 1-43 (0-29) 1 30 (0 34) NS
Single breath (% pred) 92-8 (19-4) 87-6 (20-3) NS

VA (1):
Single breath 5-24 (1-52) 5 12 (1 14) NS
Intrabreath 5-68 (1 58) 5-65 (1 20) NS

IVC (1):
Single breath 3 60 (1-22) 3-44 (0 88) NS
Intrabreath 3-57 (1-30) 3-41 (0 86) NS

TLCO = lung carbon monoxide transfer factor; VA= alveolar volume; IVC =inspiratory vital cap-
acity; NS = not significant.

Table 3 Significance of mean differences between the single breath and intrabreath tests
(paired t test)

Non-obstructive group (n = 50) Obstructive group (n = 50)

t p t p

TLCO -2-94 0 005 1-35 NS
TLCO (pred) -3-27 0 002 1-39 NS
TLCONA 1-18 NS 6-27 <0 001
TLCO/VA (pred) 1-16 NS 6-34 <0-001
VA -5-91 <0 001 -7-79 <0-001
IVC 0 43 NS 1-14 NS

TLCO = lung carbon monoxide transfer factor; VA= alveolar volume; IVC = inspiratory vital cap-
acity; NS= not significant.

Table 4 Total lung capacity values (1) obtained by body plethysmography, by the single
breath method, and the intrabreath method

Non-obstructive group Obstructive group
(n= 50) (n= 50)

Body plethysmography 6-04 (1-43) 6-50 (1-46)
Single breath 5-39 (1-52)t 5-27 (1-14)*
Intrabreath 5-83 (1-58) 5-80 (1-20)t
* p<0001; t p<0O05; t p<00 I compared with body plethysmography (paired t test).

Regression analysis of comparable meas-
urements performed with the two methods was
evaluated for the two patient groups and
showed a high correlation between the two
methods over the whole range measured for
both groups in all parameters (p<0-001).
To examine whether there was any systematic

bias between the two methods and whether the
magnitude of the differences was dependent
on the magnitude of the readings the Altman-
Bland plot was applied to both patient groups
and showed no statistical significance.
The distribution of the inspired gas for the

two patient groups was evaluated by calculating
the index of gas mixing (IGM =VA x 100/
TLC -anatomical dead space). The IGM is
expressed as a percentage, where higher values
indicate a better distribution of the inspired
gas.'4 As expected, a better distribution was
observed in the non-obstructive group (single
breath 88-4 (8-1)%; intrabreath 96-0 (9-2)%)
than in the obstructive group (single breath
81-2 (8-1)%; intrabreath 89-9 (9 7)%). For
each group the mean values for the tests with
the intrabreath technique were higher. The
IGM values from both techniques were com-
pared by applying the Kolmogoroff-Smirnoff
test and significantly higher values, indicating
a better gas distribution, were achieved with
the intrabreath method (p<0-001).

Finally, the TLC values measured by body
plethysmography were compared with those
calculated by adding dead space volume to the
alveolar volumes obtained by the two methods.
Absolute values obtained with the intrabreath
method showed a closer agreement with the
TLC values measured by body plethysmo-
graphy than did those obtained by the single
breath method (table 4).

Discussion
This study compared the traditional single
breath method with the newer intrabreath
method for measuring TLCO in subjects with
and without airways obstruction. In addition,
the efficacy of both methods in determining
the alveolar volume was investigated.
Our results confirm those previously re-

ported by Wilson et all8 that the correlation of
the two methods was highly significant over
the whole range measured. Together with the
results from the Altman-Bland test, this showed
that the methods are comparable. However, in
contrast to Wilson et al we observed sig-
nificantly higher values of TLCo and VA by
the intrabreath test in the subjects with non-
obstructive disorders. The group with airways
obstruction showed significantly higher VA and
significantly lower TLCO/VA values by the
intrabreath method than by the single breath
method. These findings are consistent with the
results ofJansons et al who compared the single
breath method with the rebreathing method
and concluded that the single breath measure-
ment increasingly underestimates residual vol-
ume with increasing unequal ventilation.'9
We suspected that the cause for these differ-

ences lay in the different determination of VA
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by the two methods. To examine the accuracy

of both methods in assessing VA we compared
the results with values for TLC obtained by
body plethysmography and found a much
closer agreement with the VA values from the
intrabreath tests. Significantly higher values of
VA were observed during the intrabreath tests,
indicating a better distribution of the inspired
gas. However, the portion of the expirate
sampled early in exhalation during the single
breath test presumably comes from less ventil-
ated areas than those which are sampled later
in the intrabreath test.7 This may also explain
the higher VA values of the intrabreath method.
Thus, the intrabreath method was found to

be reliable and accurate for determining TLCO
and merits standardisation."0 It is easier for the
patient to perform than the traditional breath
holding test. The derived alveolar volume ap-
proximates more closely to total lung capacity,
even in patients with airways obstruction.
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